Spinning into Control
by Davide Castelvecchi, summarized by Gene Fry
	May 27, 2006 - The following is a summary of “Spinning into Control: High-tech reincarnations of an ancient way of storing energy” by Davide Castelvecchi in the May 19, 2007 issue of Science News.
	Departing trains could someday accelerate up to speed “for free” by using flywheels.  Like batteries in gasoline-electric vehicles, flywheels provide a way to store and take back energy in a vehicle (or a fixed power station, even a space station).  When a train slows down, instead of dissipating forward motion as heat by using brakes, it can rev up a flywheel, much as a car charges a battery in regenerative braking.  When it’s time to get going again, the train can rev down the flywheel(s) and convert the energy back into forward motion.  It could save the train enough energy to power a US household for several days.  It would increase the train’s fuel efficiency by 15% on a New York-Boston run.
Even today, flywheels help power some buses and trolleys in Europe and the US.  They stored 3 kWh on a bus in the Netherlands, supplying up to 300 kilo-Watts (400 horsepower) when needed, and increasing fuel economy by 1/3.
A large potential market exists for flywheels to even out the ups and downs of electricity generated from wind and sun.  Flywheels could be charged up by wind systems at night and discharged during the day, when power demand is higher.  They can be discharged at desired rates to smooth the transition, minutes by minute, as people turn on electric devices in the morning and rev up cooling systems as the day heats up, or as the wind rises and falls, or as the sun goes behind clouds.  Flywheels have potential also to smooth out moment-to-moment fluctuations in power systems, when generators suddenly go off-line.  A customer could even use a flywheel to keep power flowing when a falling tree shorts out the distribution line to its building.
	A flywheel takes energy that was used to make it spin and keeps that energy, as long as the flywheel is free to turn.  A wheel’s stored energy keeps it turning at an almost constant speed.  By slowing a flywheel down, people can extract some of the energy stored in it.  Potters have used flywheels for millennia to shape their pots, using foot pedals to impart energy.  The less energy that flywheels lose to friction, typically at ball bearings, the longer they can store the energy originally imparted.
	A flywheel big enough to accelerate a locomotive and its train could weigh 5,000 pounds.  The outside of its rim might rotate at the speed of sound.  Research these days concentrates on electromagnetic suspension, instead of ball bearings, to support flywheels.  This could make energy losses appreciably less.
	Flywheels pack more energy than batteries of comparable weight, and, unlike batteries, can be charged and discharged indefinitely.  Until recent years, steel was the material of choice for flywheels.  Now the stronger Kevlar fibers are preferred.  To reduce friction losses, not only are flywheels suspended electromagnetically, but they spin in a vacuum.
	A key change is the increase in rotational speed that the new materials allow.  Kevlar is only half as dense, which cuts the rotational energy in half.  But it can spin twice as fast before flying apart, which quadruples the rotational energy, a net gain.
	Flywheel development is moving from a cylinder design to a shell design.  Solid flywheels feel different stresses at different radii, since the material rotates at different absolute speeds at different distances from the axis of rotation.  Engineers can remove the solid center, in fact a whole series of concentric rings to deal with the differential stresses, and concentrate almost all the mass in the outer rim.  This minimizes stress in the radial direction.  This can allow the flywheel to be much larger, to weigh tens of tons.
Researchers in Austin, Texas are scaling up, and plan to achieve a storage capability of 1,000 kWh, six times their current record.  Dozens, or even hundreds, of such flywheels, could become crucial parts of America’s power grid for each electric company’s service area.
Flywheels can also be used to provide back-up power for those few very hot hours of the year when electric demand is highest.  However, experts such as Amory Lovins (Rocky Mountain Institute in Snowmass, Colorado) remind us that it’s probably cheaper to pay people to turn off low-priority equipment at such times.  Pricing electricity hour by hour, according to the cost of producing it in that hour, is a powerful tool not only for the hottest hours, but also for low-demand night-times, when cheap power could charge up vehicles for the next day’s driving.
See http://sciencewriter.org/flywheels-spinning-into-control/.
